House Call Fee Costs,
House Call Costs Re: Insurance
Some people have insurance for chiropractic coverage. Both the Wellness House Call and the
Crisis Pain House Call include a spinal checkup assessment. The reason for this is the need for this
kind of assessment for each type of house call so we can come to a diagnosis and satisfy all legal
responsibilities for insurance purposes. This saves people more money. Some people have
unlimited money and want the best of the best. We have a program for them too.
Our House Call Fee Offer
If people agree to send us all three of our initial workup forms three hours in advance of the
booking time then we lower the fee. We lower it even more for a 24 hour advance.
Crisis Pain Relief House Call Offer
House Call fees are set according to the current Ontario Chiropractic Association (OCA)
Recommended fee schedule. A $78 surcharge applies on top of the normal initial visit fee of $86.
This way Insurance companies will understand our fee system.
If a patient/client fills out all three Electronic Record forms, and gets them to us three hours
before the appointed schedule, then we will reduce the Crisis Pain House Call fee by $29. If all
forms arrive in our inbox 24 hours before the scheduled appointment then we will reduce the fee
by another $20. That is like getting the forms free plus more. It’s a great deal.
Wellness House Call Offer
Minimum base time is one hour. The OCA house call surcharge fee is $78. Session fees are $35
per 15 minute period or part thereof. Most house calls can take an hour or more.
If a patient/client fills out all three Electronic Record forms and gets them to us three hours before
the appointed schedule, then we will reduce the fee by $48. If all forms arrive in our inbox 24
hours before the scheduled appointment then we will reduce the fee by another $20 AND we will
cap the total cost at a maximum of $150 and cap the total time at two hours. That’s a great deal
and is ample time to get most wellness needs satisfied.
Speed Healing
Let’s discuss SPEED HEALING. Some people ask for house calls because they have an
immanent function or holiday planned and want fast healing in order to make their event. That is
where we shine best because these people will generally do all that they are asked. When we find
people willing to do all they are asked then we can work wonders, seeming miracles.
http://wellnessactionplanner.com/why-people-need-help-with-optimal-health-wellness.pdf
http://foodpainconnection.com/
http://www.meetup.com/Wellness-Action-Plan-Meetups/

